Results.-Some kinematic patterns identified for the typically developing children when turning tend to disappear in hemiplegic children. Moreover, specific kinematic adaptations were found for the hemiplegic children. Discussion.-The ability to perform a 90 • turning of the hemiplegic children depends on their capacity to develop kinematic strategies in order to compensate a lack of kinematic adaptations. The determinant kinematic role of the position of the paretic limb in turning [1] is not a fully confirmed hypothesis in our study. Keywords: Biomechanics; Gait; Human locomotion; Inverted pendulum Background and objective.-Motor impairments associated with cerebral palsy (CP) induce abnormal gait in children. The improvement of walking is an essential objective and the use of treadmill for walking analysis and training may offer several advantages. However, a controversy still exists regarding the similarity between treadmill and overground walking. The aim of this study was to compare the mechanics of these two types of gait modalities at standard and preferred walking speeds in hemiplegic cerebral palsy (HCP) and typically developing (TD) children matched on age, height and body mass.
Background and objective.-Motor impairments associated with cerebral palsy (CP) induce abnormal gait in children. The improvement of walking is an essential objective and the use of treadmill for walking analysis and training may offer several advantages. However, a controversy still exists regarding the similarity between treadmill and overground walking. The aim of this study was to compare the mechanics of these two types of gait modalities at standard and preferred walking speeds in hemiplegic cerebral palsy (HCP) and typically developing (TD) children matched on age, height and body mass. Methods.-Mechanical parameters of walking were computed using two inertial sensors equipped with a triaxial accelerometer and gyroscope and compared in 10 HCP (14.2 ± 1.7 yr) and 10 TD (14.1 ± 1.9 yr) children during treadmill and overground walking at standard and preferred speeds.
Results.-The treadmill compared with the ground, induced almost identical mechanical changes in HCP and TD children with the exception of mechanical potential and kinetic vertical and lateral works, which are both significantly increased in the overground treadmill transition only in HCP children (P < 0.05).
Conclusions.-These results showed that HCP children have a reduced adaptive capacity in absorbing and decelerating the speed created by treadmill.
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Changes in gait pattern during dual task using smartphones C. Kim , J. Song , S. Jeon , G. Lee * Kyungnam University, Changwon-si * Corresponding author.
Keywords: Gait; Dual task; Attention; Smartphone Introduction.-Smartphones have been deeply involved in lives, and various tasks are performed simultaneously on smartphones. We investigated gait pattern changes in performing tasks simultaneously using smartphones. Material and methods.-Three tasks were performed by 26 healthy adults. In the first, participants were directed to walk without using smartphones. In the second, they were required to walk while finding applications. Lastly, in addition to performing the second task, they were asked to listen to questions and answer them on their smartphone. Spatiotemporal variables of gait and degree of lateral deviation during walking were measured.
Results.-The results showed that there was a significant difference between the first and second tasks, as well as between the first and third in all variables (P < 0.05). In particular, gait velocity decreased by 33.49% in the second and 41.69% in the third compared to the first, the degree of deviation increased by 119.18% in the second and 122.67% in the third in comparison to the first. Discussion.-It was determined that changes in gait, appear when walking while using smartphones in comparison to walking without smartphones. These changes in the gait pattern may contribute to an increase in the risk of accidents.
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Interest of postural control evaluation after ACL hamstring tendon reconstruction: A prospective monocentric study
